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“MAHLER’S FIRST MASTERWORK”

Saturday, April 16, 2011
Corbett Auditorium
8:00 p.m.

CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.
PROGRAM

Meeresstille und glückliche Fahrt, Ludwig van Beethoven
Op. 112 (1815)  (1770-1827)
Brett Scott, conductor

Fantasy in C Minor for piano, chorus, and orchestra, Op. 80 (1808)
I. Fantasia. Adagio
II. Finale. Allegro

Lauren Pollock, soprano
Natalie Eccleston, soprano
Stephanie Schoenhofer, mezzo-soprano
Josh Wheeler, tenor
Matt Tschimperle, tenor
Mark Diamond, bass
Zachary Lopes, piano *
Brett Scott, conductor

— Intermission —

Das klagende Lied (1880) Gustav Mahler
(1860-1911)
Holly Cameron, Soprano
Jill Phillips, Alto
Daniel Ross, Tenor
Annunziata Tomaro, conductor

* Winner of 2011 CCM Piano Competition, Student of Professors
Eugene and Elisabeth Pridonoff

CCM Concert Orchestra
Annunziata Tomaro, music director and conductor

Violin I
Rachel Denlinger, concertmaster
Emma Peters, assistant
Joanna Park
Haoli Lin
EunYoung Chung
Sara Jin
Yang Liu
Heewon Woo
Cheeong Lung Chan
Hanna Jin
Tian Zhou
Janice Ahn
Sooji Kim
Caitlin Stokes
Youngmi Chung

Violin II
Justin Scheibel, principal
Michael Nelson, assistant
Yi-Ching Lin
Linda Duan
Bitna Kwon
Sara Uhichuk
Audrey Tyler Alger
Ben Brodie
Nicholas Restifo
Hyesun Lee
Rachel Lee
Miranda Martin

Viola
Kelly Houp, co-principal
Travis Rollins, co-principal
Matthew Porter
Ben Richard
Blake Allen
James Franco
Christine Woodbury
Matthew Kirkendall
Laurie Cobl
James Barnett
Colette Mondragon
Laurie Dixon
Nari Choi
Lorhel Bomber
Joshua Rockers

Cello
Desiree Miller, principal
David Kleesattel, assistant
Youngchul Go
Anna Bumiller
Margaret Conley
Randy Nashleanas
Ya-Han Chang
Titiayao Ayangade
Jingzhi Shen
Hyemi Kim
DoYeon Kim
EunJung Park

Bass
Andrew Mehraban, principal
Sean Rafferty, assistant
Christian Schlorman
Luke McAllister
Nick Amering
Joseph Flanery

Flute
Valerie Estes *
Eunji Jin *
Bo Kyung Kim #
Hanbyul Park *
Kristyn Son *
Soo Jee Yoo #

Oboe
Joseph Basel *
Sammy Blevins *
Lindsey Kleiser *
Drew Reynolds *
Justin Vance *

Clarinet
Stephanie Akau *
Zach Gauvain *
Aarom Shemas
Andrew Stefaniak
Elisha Willinger #
Sarah Yaksic **

Bass Clarinet
Zach Gauvain *
Andrew Stefaniak #

Bassoon
Eric Louie *
Felipe Morales-Torres
Tom Reynolds *

Contra Bassoon
Felipe Morales-Torres

Horn
Aaron Bartos *
Stephanie Freeman *
Cecilia Kozlowski
Mike Nelson *
Jessica Pinkhram
Keyondra Price **
Melody Schmid #
Emily Toth
Carrie Vertin #

Trumpet
Carl Burdick *
Missy Camp *
Ryan Hallum *
Kenny Piatt +
Kate Reed
Josh Waynick *

Trombone
Mike Charbel +
Maxwell Acree

Bass Trombone
Benjamin Clymer

Tuba
Genevieve Clarkson

Harp
Maihle Eubanks +
Josiah Hamilton

Timpani
Brian Jones *
Mike Lunoe +
Colin Ryan

Percussion
Rachel McCourt *
Tyler Niemeyer *
Eric O’Brien *
Colin Ryan
Doug Sutton

Librarian
Desiree Miller

Graduate Assistants
Junghyun Cho
Grant Gilman
Huan Jing
Hao-Hsuan Lin
Aik Kha Pung
Teren Shaffer
Chao-Wen Ting

Legend
* Principal, Meeresstille
# Principal, Fantasy
^ Principal, Das klagende Lied
^# Banda, Das klagende Lied

*(Banda, Das klagende Lied)